Introduction
The lexico-optimal fiow problem in a multiterminal network considered by N. Megiddo [6] may be described as fblloNnrs, [4] to the lexico-optimal base problem fbr a polymatroid and an eMcient algorithm is given in [4] . ..,p); we set co == -oo, cp+1 = +oo, So(x,y) = ¢ , Fori = 1, 2, the set of independent vectors of polymatroid (E, pi) is denoted by P(pi), whereas the set of bases, i.e., the base polyhedron, is by Bi --B(pi); depi(m, e) will denote the dependence function of (E,pi). The polymad]roid intersection problem fbr (E,pi)(i = 1,2) is to find a vector x E P(pl) nP(p2) that maximizes
Put fb(t)
A pair of bases x E B(pD and y E B(p2) is ,called a universal pair of bases if (1 -e)x A (1 + e)y is a solution to the polymatroid intersection problem for (E, (1-e)pD and (E, (1+e)p2) fbr all e(-1 < e < 1) [9] , [10] a(e) = x(e) + £ {dl (e, e')Ie' E depi(x, e)} -£ {dl (e", e)le E depi(x, e")}.
Similarly there exist d2(e", e') ) O(e' E dep2(y, e")) such that ' 9(e) = y(e) + 2{d2(e, e')le' E dep2(y,e)} -Z{d2(e", e)le E dep2(y, e")}. 
